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Pedro Gramaxo (1989) is a Portuguese contemporary artist based in Lisbon. 

His artistic practice has been exploring the dichotomy between natural and

artificial, material and immaterial, working in construction, photography and film. 

Channeling his practice of exploring the dualism between the natural and the

artificial, Pedro Gramaxo creates contrasts of man-made constructive elements

with new artistic contexts. 

Pedro develops research based on the importance of on-site bodily presence and

its relation with ourselves and memory. This research combines the environment

and human perception through the use of man-made constructions. 

Since 2012 he has been exhibiting in solo and group shows and public spaces from

Portugal, Italy and Bosnia-Herzegovina to Brazil, China and Russia, and devoping

projects with fellow photographers, directors and architects. His work has been

published in physical and digital magazines and art platforms all over the world. 

He taught fine arts from 2014 to 2016.

 In 2020 Pedro founded the GAAT Museum, an artist- run exhibition project with a

colaborative of artists and art producers dedicated to experimentation and

inclusion, valuing all forms of contemporary artistic expression and supporting

emerging national and international artists. 
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Congratulations for being the selected

interviewed artist.  What is art for you? How

do you convey a message through your art?

You have been building a “bridge” between

nature and art, and your works are being

exhibited in several countries. Where do you

find your inspiration to show them in many

countries?

Thank you! 

 What a challenging question…

For me... Art has been an on-going process, a

research, an altered state, an elaborate

expression, a complex-structured method - of

rediscovering our existence and setting higher

experiences, transposing the physical into

metaphysical. 

My constructions/environments are a pursuit of

that higher existence, enabling collective

transcendent experiences for myself and other.

 (to keep things short)

Physical natural contexts are very important in

my body of work, It is from them that I acquire

my inspiration. On site work is considerably

more inspiring and creative, a free and pure

domain disconnected from the artificialness of a

conventional art space.

In other words, the context is the inspiration,

the Landscape is the work itself, and every

landscape is different… the possibilities are

endless, and I am driven to discover the most I

can and interact with them. Combining them

will also bring separate appreciation of both.
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Dimensions 6

Dimensions 3

Landscape 1



Did you change your style over the years? In

which way?

Of course, I think it happens to every artist,

the process keeps improving and maturing,

conceptual and material wise.

Back when I started to build my first

“constructions” the possibilities of tools and

exhibiting spaces were much more limited, so

as any other artist, I worked with what was

available, of course the financial aspect is very

relevant, but when the concept is strong it

develops autonomously. 

While the constructive process grew, so did

the philosophical, and vice versa, the content

spreads in every format.  

What is it like to be an artist nowadays?

Besides keeping the cliché struggle to achieve

a solid career, it is a great time to be an artist.

 Nowadays we have a huge qualitative growth

in art production and consumption, luckily we

have access to any information, tool, media,

medium, etc. We have great young emerging

artists, curators, reasearchers, etc; any type of

Research is possible thanks to the technology

surrounding us: historical, social, technical.

Also i tis a perfect time to Connect with fellow

artists and work together in mew formats,

such as digital, new media, performative or in

news contexts for art.

Obviously, we need to keep curious and

interested, this is time where artists need

appreciation and value the most, keep

contacting, buying and sharing.

 I feel inspired and curious to see what the

future brings… 

Landscape 3

Landscape 4

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold

Modern platform will be held on new

international art festival programs all around

Europe, would you like to join us?

Of course, it would be a pleasure!

 Thank you for your time and opportunity.

 “Um Brinde!” (Portuguese)

www.pedrogramaxo.com


